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This invention relates to electrical insulating rods, 
and with regard to certain more speci?c features, to rods 
of this class useful as electrical linemen’s operating poles 
and the like. 
Among the several objects of the invention may be 

noted the provision of rigid insulating rods from which 
are constructed improved linemen’s poles, said rods and 
poles having the characteristics of high dielectric strength 
and resistance of ?ash-over, low moisture absorption, sat 
isfactory heat distortion temperature and superior weath 
ering properties; the provision of rods and poles of the 
class described which are nonshattering and also of high 
mechanical strength in bending and tension; and the 
provision of an economical and convenient method of 
manufacturing such rods and poles. Other objects and 
features will be in part apparent and in part pointed out 
hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the elements and 

combinations of elements, steps and sequence of steps, 
features of construction and manipulation, and arrange 
ments of parts which will be exempli?ed in the struc 
tures and methods hereinafter described, and the scope 
of which will be indicated in the following claims. 

In the accompanying drawings, in which several of 
various possible embodiments of the invention are illus 
trated, 

vFIG. 1 is a broken-away side elevation showing one 
form of the invention employing a cellular core; 

FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG.1, showing another 
form of the invention without said cellular core; 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary enlarged isometric view show 
ing details of the form of the invention shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is an isometric view illustrating features of 
a preferred method of manufacturing the rod; and, 

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view illustrating said method. 
Corresponding reference characters indicate corre 

sponding parts throughout the several views of the draw 
ings. 

Heretofore, electrical insulating rods for use as line~ 
men’s electrical insulating poles and the like have been 
made of expensive clear-grained, seasoned wood ex 
pensively treated to prevent absorption of moisture dur 
ing use, such as would reduce their electrical insulating 
properties. The required wood needed to be carefully 
selected to avoid inclusion of imperfections such as knots 
and the like tending to reduce mechanical and dielec 
tric strength and resistance to ?ash-over. It has been 
di?‘icult to manufacture such a wood product which would 
be stable and inde?nitely retain the desirable properties 
built into it at the time of manufacture. Moreover, such 
rods or poles after weathering were subject to possible 
warping, splitting and the like, if not carefully prepared, 
and with respect to the present form of rod and pole 
were relatively heavy. 
By means of the present invention, an insulating pole 

may be constructed which, although light in weight, is 
mechanically strong and of high dielectric strength, which 
has low moisture absorption, low heat distortion, and 
which is not adversely affected by extended weathering. 

Referring now more particularly to FIG. 1, there is 
shown at numeral 1 a dielectric insulating tube having 
a cellular insulating core 11 made according to one 
form of the invention, the details of which are shown in 
FIG. 3. This tube .1 has attached at its end conductive 
?ttings 5 and 7 (FIG. 1). The attaching means may 
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2 
be rivets or the like, such as shown for example at 9. 
These conductive ?ttings are representative of a large 
class of different ?ttings of the type which may be em 
ployed on various types of linemen’s poles or the like and 
it is to be understood that other pole ?ttings in addition 
to ?ttings 5 and 7 may be used, attached to the pole be 
tween its ends. The core 11 is composed of a light, 
unicellular material, the purpose of which is primarily 
to act as a ?lling to prevent entry of moisture into the 
inside of the pole and subsequent condensation, which 
might encourage ?ash-over of electrical current through 
the tube. 

In FIG. 2 is shown a pole similar to that shown in 
FIG. 1, except that the cellular element 11 has been 
omitted, as may in some cases be desirable. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, the type of insulating rod 
for the form of the pole illustrated in FIG. 1 is shown 
in detail. This rod is constituted by the cylindrical core 
11 composed of a solidi?ed unicellular thermoplastic or 
thermosetting foam resin such as, for example, (1) of 
the polystyrene type sometimes sold under the trade 
name of Styrofoam, (2) the polyurethane type or (3) 
of the cellulose acetate type. By unicellular is meant 
that the foam-formed cells or bubbles in the material are 
essentially individually closed and discrete, so that the 
material will not substantially transmit moisture through 
it. Further description of this material will be unneces 
sary, since it is available in various shapes, including the 
solid cylindrical shape illustrated at the right in FIG. 3. 

Surrounding the unicellular rod 111 are compacted 
axially laid glass rovings 13, impregnated with solidi?ed 
thermoplastic or thermosetting resin surrounding their 
constituent ‘glass ?bres. The resin in its rigid state ad 
heres the ?bres and attaches the rovings 13 to the rod 
111. Any of various appropriate thermoplastic or thermo 
setting resins may be employed, such as polyester, vinyl, 
acrylic or epoxy resins. A particularly useful one is an 
anhydride amine epoxy resin. 
Wrapped about the compacted layer 15 of axial roving 

13 is a second layer 17 of helically applied compacted 
glass ?bre roving 19, impregnated and attached to layer 
15 with the same adhesive material. This helically 
applied roving is also compacted. As will be shown 
below, the roving 19 is applied in multiple strands. 

Covering the layer 17 is another layer 21 of axially 
applied compacted glass ?bre roving 23 which is also 
impregnated with said resin. Wrapped around the layer 
'21 is a Woven-glass tape 25, the successive loops of which 
overlap. As the layer 26 of tape 25 is applied, it acts 
as a containment for layer 21 to which it adheres, as 
well as adhering to itself by said resin, as will be shown. 
Wiped onto the glass tape layer 26 is a ?nished coat of 
said thermosetting or thermoplastic material, as indicated 
at 27. 

In FIGS. 4 and 5 are illustrated the method of or 
ganizing the various elements above-described. At nu 
meral 29 (FIG. 5) is shown a basin for a supply pool 
31 of said thermoplastic or thermosetting resin, as the 
case may be. This resin ultimately forms the solidi?ed 
matrix for impregnating the rovings ~13, 19 and 23 and 
joining them with one another and with the core 11. 
For purposes of further description, assume that a ther 
mosetting resin is employed. Associated with the basin 
29 is a suitable closely ?tting inlet guide 33 for the 
introduction of the preformed rod 11. Within the basin 
is located a positioning guide 35 for the roving 13. This 
guide 35 has an opening 37 through which the unicellu 
lar rod 11 may pass while moving to the left. Surround 
ing this opening is a series of guide openings 39 for 
guiding the roving 113. Each of these openings receives 
one length of ?bre glass roving 13 from a suitable spool 
of the same (not shown). Toward the other end of the 
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basin 29 is a bundling and squeeze-out die 41 having an 
opening 43 admitting the unicellular rod 11 and com 
pressively admitting the axially directed ?bre glass roving 
'13 so as to compact them. As shown, the rovings move 
from the relatively widely spaced guide openings 39 at 
relatively larger distances from the center of rod 11 into 
close compressed proximity within the smaller opening 
of the die 41. Thus, as the solid unicellular rod 11 and 
the spaced rovings 13 move from member 35, the resin 
in the basin 2% wets the rovings 13 and impregnates their 
?bres, while wetting the surface of the rod it. Then 
the hole 43 in the die 41 squeezes the rovings together 
against the rod 11, the roving being compacted. The 
resin material is forced into the interstices between the 
glass ?bres constituting the roving and acts as a binder 
therefor as well as adhering the roving to the rod 11. 
The outside surface of the compressed roving which 
leaves the die 41 is wet with the resin. 

Next, several (four in the present case) adjacent ?bre 
glass rovings 19 are wrapped onto the outside of the 
axial layer '15. The number is variable and in one 
instance eight have been used. Any known type of 
planetary helical wrapping means may be employed, and 
requires no further description. The helically wrapped 
assembly then moves through a closely ?tting inlet 47 of 
a second basin 49 in?lled with an additional pool of said 
resin 31. In this second basin 49 is a second position 
ing guide 51 having an opening 53 therein admitting the 
partially wrapped assembly therethrough. Surrounding 
the opening 53 on relatively large radii is a circle of 
roving guide openings 55 for the ?bre glass rovings 23, 
each of which comes from a suitable spool (not shown). 
The resin 31 impregnates the helically applied roving 
19 and also the axially applied roving 23. Then the 
assembly moves through a second bundling and squeeze 
out die 57 in which is an opening 59 adapted to squeeze 
and compact the axially applied roving 23 against the 
helically applied roving 19. The resin here also is forced 
into the interstices between ?bres of the rovings 23 and 
19. As the resulting material leaves the die 57, all of 
the rovings '13, :19 and 23 of the layers 15, 17 and 21 
have had their glass ?bres impregnated and compressed, 
the successive layers have been adhered to one another, 
and ‘layer 15 has been adhered to rod 11. The surface 
of layer 21 is then wet with the liquid resin. 
The term roving as used herein means a loosely spun 

yarn of the dielectric ?bres selected, preferably glass, 
which is adapted (after laying up and impregnation as 
described) to be compacted, whereby the ?bres are 
forced into close proximity Within the plastic matrix 
left after squeezing while immersed. 

After the rod-like material thus combined leaves the 
die 57, it is wrapped with the containment ribbon of 
woven glass tape 25. The glass tape absorbs a sui'licient 
amount of the resin on the surface of layer 21 to effect 
its impregnation. Under some circumstances it may be 
desirable that this tape shall have been resin-impregnated 
prior to the time of its application. However, the tape 
may be for containment purposes only and composed, 
for example, of cellophane. 

After application of the woven tape 25, the entire 
assembly is passed through a heating oven (not shown) 
operating at a suitable curing temperature, for example, 
in the case of an anhydride amine epoxy resin, at a 
temperature of 100° C.—120‘° C. This cures or sets and 
hardens the resin. Curing occurs at region 0, which has 
been foreshortened for convenience in FIG. 5. Next 
the surface of the glass tape is circularly ground in order 
to move irregularities and to provide a smooth cylindric 
form, or, particularly in the case of cellophane tape, 
may be removed entirely by grinding or sanding. Grind 
ing or sanding occurs at region G, which is also fore 
shortened. Then a coating of, for example, a liquid 
thermoplastic resin ‘27, such as above described, is applied 
with a wipe ?nish over the layer 26 formed by the helical 
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glass tape 25. This occurs at C. This resin is prefer 
ably of a type which will cure and harden at room tem 
perature. 
Movement of the material from right to left, as illus 

trated in FIG. 4, is accomplished by suitable draw rolls 
(not shown) operating on the ?nished product in the 
usual manner as it emerges from the process. Beyond 
the draw rolls, the rod is cut into appropriate lengths 
for manufacture of a pole such as illustrated in FIG. 1. 
It will be understood that if it is desired to color the 
rod, a suitable die may be incorporated at any stage 
with the applied resin. 
The heating, grinding, coating, draw-roll and cutting 

means are each per se conventional and therefore are 
not illustrated. Some resins employing curing catalysts 
may be cured by air drying at room temperatures, in 
which case oven heating such as at 0 may be dispensed 
with. It is to be understood that different types of 
resins may be used in the basins 29‘ and 49, respectively. 
The form of pole illustrated in FIG. 2 is produced by 

substituting a metal rod or mandrel for the unicellular 
core 11 used in the process described (FIG. 4). In this 
case, the mandrel extends through the basins 29 and 
49 to an appropriate point toward the left at which it 
is safe to have the resulting tube interiorly unsupported 
by the mandrel as, for example, to the point of entry 
into the oven or extending through the oven to its point 
of exit. The exact point depends upon the character of 
the resin employed as respects its affinity for adhering 
to the surface of the mandrel. In other words, the 
material is permitted to be drawn from the surface of 
the stationary mandrel before it reaches any condition 
wherein it tends to adhere strongly to the surface. To 
discourage such adherence, the mandrel should prefer 
ably be of metal and have a smooth surface. The man 
drel and the unicellular core 11, insofar as the process 
is concerned, have similar functions, namely, to form 
a cylindric surface upon which the axially disposed rov 
ings 13 are laid. In the case of the core 11, it is left 
in place, but in the case of the mandrel, it is in effect 
continuously withdrawn as the rod which is being formed 
is pulled away from it. 
The rod obtained by forming it over and withdrawing 

it from a mandrel as above described is useful for the 
form of the invention shown in FIG. 2, wherein the pole 
is hollow. This form of the rod may be used under 
circumstances wherein the ?ttings attached to the tube 
1, such as 5, 7 and others, enclose the ends of the rod 
and are installed with a suitable sealing mateiial such 
as an epoxy adhesive, which will hermetically seal and 
prevent entry of moisture into the resulting pole. By 
this procedure, entry and circulation of air through the 
rod are prevented, as well as condensation of moisture 
therein. The ?ttings 5 and 7 shown in FIG. 2 comprise 
cup-like enclosing heads 61, the sealant being shown at 
63. The same kind of sealant is used in setting the 
rivets 9. 
The form of the invention shown in FIG. 1, including 

the unicellular core 11, has the advantage that the pole 
?ttings 5 and 7 require no sealant for their application. 
The advantage of the form of the pole shown in FIG. 
2 is that it is lighter by reason of the absence of unicel 
lular core 11, requiring, however, that the sealant for 
the ?ttings 5, 7. An acceptable density of the unicel 
lular core 11 is four to six pounds per cubic foot, which 
results in additional weight in the form of the invention 
shown in FIG. 1 of merely a few ounces for the normal 
size of pole. Thus the amount of weight of unicellular 
material in a 10~foot pole having approximately a 1-inch 
inside diameter may be on the order of four to six ounces. 
The wall thickness of either form of pole shown in FIGS. 
1 and 2, exclusive of the core 11 shown in FIG. 1, is 
small, being on the order of 1%; inch or so for smaller 
diameters and may be on the order of 1%; inch or so for 
larger diameters. 
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It will be understood that while the materials men 
tioned above are preferable for obtaining the improved 
results set forth, others may be employed whose electrical 
properties, weathering properties, moisture-absorption 
properties and heat distortion are satisfactory for the 
electrical applications set forth. 
The term roving is used herein in the usual sense 

that the material of which it is composed is only slightly 
twisted, which lleaves it in a comparatively soft and 
highly absorptive state toward liquids such as the un 
cured resin 31. Improved surface absorption is thus 
operative and in the case of rovings 13 and 23‘ even 
more so because of the individual immersion of each 
rove or roving as it enters its respective pool 31 and 
before it reaches contact with the core 11. Moreover, 
the core 11 is individually wetted by the resin before 
any roving reaches it. It will also be noted that the 
squeezing forces at 43 and 59 on the comparatively soft 
roving exert themselves primarily in squashing the rov 
ing Without engendering large radial forces which other 
wise would tend to collapse the foam-like surface of 
the core 11, which is relatively fragile until the ?nal 
formation of the cured tube 1 around and attached to 
it forms a stiff protective casing therefor. 

In view of the above, it will be seen that the several 
objects of the invention are achieved and other ad 
vantageous results attained. 
As various changes could be made in the above con 

structions and methods without departing from the scope 
of the invention, it is intended that all matter contained 
in the above description or shown in the accompanying 
drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in 
a limiting sense. 

I claim: 
1. A substantially rigid dielectric pole, comprising a 

cylindrical core of solidi?ed unicellular plastic dielectric 
material adapted to prevent passage of moisture there 
through, a compact layer of (axially disposed compressed 
?brous rovings of a dielectric material closely surround 
ing said core, a compact layer of helically disposed com 
pressed ?brous rovings of dielectric material closely sur 
rounding said axial rovings, a compact layer of axially 
disposed compressed ?brous rovings of a dielectric ma 
terial closely surrounding said helically disposed rovings, 
and a solidi?ed dielectric thermoset plastic in and around 
the rovings forming a matrix for their ?bres and con 
necting the rovings to one another and to the core to 
form a hermetic seal between said core and said solidi 
?ed dielectric plastic. 

2. A pole according to claim 1, wherein the ?brous 
rovings consist of glass ?bres. 

3. A pole according to claim 2, ‘wherein said solidi?ed 
unicellular plastic is composed of a polyurethane foam. 

4. A pole according to claim 2, wherein said solidi 
?ed unicellular plastic is composed of a polystyrene foam. 

5. A pole according to claim 2, wherein said solidi 
?ed unicellular plastic is composed of cellulose acetate 
foam. 

6. The method of constructing rigid dielectric rods 
comprising immersing and axially moving a core of 
solidi?ed dielectric unicellular foam resin in a pool of 
liquid dielectric plastic which is ultimately adapted to 
be hardened by curing, immersing rovings of ?brous di 
electric material in said pool separate from the core for 
unobstructed surface application of the resin to the sur 
face of the core, and to the rovings for thorough ab 
sorption thereby, moving the rovings into engagement 
with said moving core, peripherally squeezing the im 
mersed rovings adjacently to the immersed surface of 
the core as the core moves to compact the rovings and 
engage them with the core to form a ?rst adhered plastic 
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6 
impregnated layer of rovings on the core, applying ad 
ditional rovings of ?brous dielectric material on said ?rst 
layer to form a second layer around the ?rst layer as 
the core moves, immersing and axially moving the core 
with the applied ?rst and second layers in a pool of said 
dielectric material, immersing in the last-named pool 
additional rovings of ?brous dielectric material separate 
from the second layer for unobstructed surface applica 
tion of the resin to the second layer, and unobstructed 
surface application to said additional rovings for thorough 
absorption thereby, peripherally squeezing the immersed 
third and second layers of rovings to compact them 
closely around the ?rst layer to form plastic-impregnated 
?rst, second and third compacted layers adhered by a 
plastic matrix with one another and with the core, and 
curing the plastic matrix to solidify it. 

7. The method of constructing rigid dielectric rods 
comprising immersing and continuously axially moving 
a continuous core of solidi?ed dielectric unicellular foam 
resin in a pool of liquid dielectric plastic which is ulti 
m'ately adapted to be hardened by curing whereby the 
core surface is completely covered with plastic, immers 
ing rovings of ?brous dielectric material in said pool 
separate from the core for separate application of the 
resin to the rovings and axially moving them along with 
and into closely adjacent parallel engagements with said 
moving core while immersed, peripherally squeezing the 
immersed rovings around the immersed surface of the 
core as the core moves to compact the rovings to form 
an attached ?rst plastic-impregnated layer on the core, 
wrapping rovings of ?brous dielectric mate-rial around 
said ?rst layer to form a helical second layer around 
the moving core, axially immersing and moving the core 
with the applied ?rst and second layers in a pool of 
said dielectric material, immersing additional rovings of 
?brous dielectric material in the latter pool separate from 
the second layer for separate ‘application of the resin to 
the additional rovings, axially moving the last-mentioned 
rovings into axial engagement over said second layer 
while moving and immersed in order to form an im 
pregnated third layer of parallel rovings of ?brous di 
electric material on the second layer, peripherally squeez 
ing the immersed third layer of rovings to compact them 
and the second layer around the ?rst layer to form plastic— 
impregnated parallel ?rst, helical second and parallel third 
compacted layers adhered by a plastic matrix with one 
another and with the core, curing the plastic matrix to 
solidify it, and cutting said continuous core into lengths. 
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